JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1P06 - PERSONALITIES - RUSSIAN/SOVIET
<06/95>
[u-bit #19200054]
-2-11
06:00:14 1) Alexander Kerensky coming outside door, CU
-06:00:29

(N) Kerensky, Alexander
[also see 1R18
09:04:46-09:05:00]

06:00:34 2) Maxim Litvinov, Krestinski, Karakhan, Stomoniakov
-06:00:51 [Kinograms]

(N) Personalities:
LF-LI
[also on 1U01
01:31:53-01:32:12]

06:00:54 3) CU Lenin speaking
-06:01:06
06:01:10
-06:01:24

MCSs of Trotsky on train speaking while making intense gestures
with his

(S) Lenin, Vladimir
[sound-narration]
[also below
06:19:40-06:19:54]

06:01:29 4) Lenin speaking with man
-06:01:47

(S) Lenin, Vladimir

06:01:52 5) Tolstoy with family and Mr.Czertkoff outdoors
-06:02:04

(S) Tolstoy, Count Leo

06:02:07 6) Kerensky arrival in N.Y.C, on ship, CU
-06:02:24 (ca. 1917) [Kinograms]

(N) Kerensky,
Alexander
[same as below
06:12:52-06:13:10 &
06:13:16-06:13:33]

06:02:41 7) man of the hour - Alexandre F. Kerensky in crowd, men taking off
-06:03:15 their hats and cheering, Kerensky bowing
(1917)

(S) Kerensky,
Alexander
[same as below
06:11:52-06:12:47]
[also better copy
on 1U01
01:05:37-01:06:12]

06:03:19 8) Kerensky speaking to crowd outdoors
-06:03:21

(S) Kerensky,
Alexander
[also on 1U01
01:29:32-01:29:34]
1P06 -2-
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06:03:26 9) Count Ilya Tolstoy (son of Leo Tolstoy) in Connecticut
-06:05:02 (ca. 1921) [Urban]

(N) Personalities:
TE-TO

06:05:07 10) Sergey Rachmaninov on ship,CU and LS looking at camera
-06:05:42 (1929)

(N) Personalities:
RA-RD
[same as below
06:22:07-

06:22:43]
06:05:46 11) Prince Georgi Lvov
-06:05:55

(N) Personalities:
LP-LZ
1-28

06:05:58 1) taking walk on grass field (“...At 5 O’Clock In The Morning)
(S) Tolstoy, Count Leo
-06:11:53 MCU outdoors in snow, walking toward and away from camera
[also on 1X41
on snow covered rural road, cameraman outdoors cranking camera 13:00:07-13:06:03]
taking picture of Tolstoy and family posing in front of shack, Tolstoy
with Dr. Nakowiechy, onto horses, riding off on snow covered rural
road, with wife Countess Sophie walking in garden (summer), Tatjana
Tolstoy and her husband, Mr. Suchotin with Mrs. Stachowitch - walking
in garden, Tolstoy with grandchildren and other family members, MCU
grandchildren (boy and girl), Tolstoy sitting in garden at fountain, writing;
Tolstoy sawing wood
06:11:57 2) man of the hour
-06:12:47 (1917)

(N) Kerensky,
Alexander
[same as above
06:02:28-06:03:15]

06:12:52 3) Kerensky arrival in N.YC., on ship, CU
-06:13:10 (ca.1917) [Kinograms]

(N) Kerensky,
Alexander
[same as above
06:02:07-

06:02:24]
[same as below
06:03:1606:13:33]
06:13:16 4) Kerensky arrival in NYC, on ship, CU
-06:13:33 (ca. 1917) [Kinograms]

(S) Kerensky,
Alexander
[same as above
06:02:07-

06:02:24&
06:12:52-06:13:10]
06:13:36 7) Lenin speaking

(N) Lenin, Vladimir
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-06:14:03

(1922)
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06:14:06 8) Lenin
-06:14:18
06:14:22 9) Lenin lecturing at 4th World Congress
-06:14:36

(N) Lenin, Vladimir

(N) Lenin, Vladimir
[also on 1U01
01:38:32-01:38:48]

06:14:40 10) CU Lenin
-06:14:48

(N) Lenin, Vladimir

06:14:53 11) CU Lenin - still shot
-06:15:00

(N) Lenin, Vladimir

06:15:04 13) “Exile Trotsky Visits Europe - Bolshevik Leader, Ousted By
-06:15:40 Fellow Reds, Just A Tourist Now” - many soldiers standing at
attention, CS Trotsky with wife, Trotsky with group walking
and looking at ruins in Greece? [Pathe News]

(S) Personalities:
T
[also see 1R18
09:21:46-09:21:52]

06:15:43 14) Trotsky on boat wearing leather pants and coat
-06:15:52

(N) Personalities:
TP-TZ
[also on 1R18
09:17:49-

09:17:54]
[also on 1U01
01:46:2201:46:30]
06:15:56 15) still shot of Rasputin
-06:16:07 (1929)
06:16:12 16) (1924)
-06:16:19

(N) Rasputin, Grigory
(S) Lenin, Vladimir

06:16:21 17) Kerensky arriving on ship in N.Y.C. during purges, speaking
-06:17:11 about Stalin and conditions in Soviet Union

(N) Kerensky,
Alexander
[sound]

06:17:15 18) Kerensky in crowd, men taking off their hats and cheering,
-06:17:31 Kerensky bowing

(S) Kerensky,
Alexander
[sound]
[also better and
more complete
on 1U01
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01:05:3701:06:12]
1P06 -406:17:33 19) Trotsky in coffin, CS Trotsky in coffin with bandage around his
-06:17:39 head
06:17:39
Lenin’s wife wiping her nose with handkerchief
-06:17:41

(S) Lenin, Vladimir
[sound-narration]
[also see 1R18
09:36:54-09:37:20]

06:17:45 20) Lenin
-06:17:48

(S) Lenin, Vladimir

06:17:51 21) Lenin Mausoleum
-06:19:14

(N) Lenin, Vladimir

06:19:19 22) Gorky?
-06:19:21

(S) Personalities:
F-G
[sound-narration]

06:19:24 23) CS Trotsky, Trotsky speaking and holding piece of paper with
-06:19:54 men seated at table behind him,
MCSs of Trotsky speaking on train while making intense gestures
with his arm

(S) Personalities:
T
[sound-narration]
[also on 1U01
01:52:01-

01:52:34]
[last shots also
above
06:01:1006:01:24]
06:19:59 24) CS Trotsky speaking toward camera
-06:20:02

(S) Personalities:
T
[silent]

06:20:05 25) CS Trotsky saluting while reviewing troops
-06:20:10

(N) Personalities:
TP-TZ
[also see 1U01
01:59:22-

01:59:48]
06:20:16 26) Trotsky and wife in Mexico
-06:20:20 (1936)

(N) Personalities:
TP-TZ
[sound-narration]
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06:20:25 27) Maxim Litvinov and wife arriving in Washington, D.C.
-06:20:45 (1941) [Universal Newsreel]

(N) Personalities:
LF-LI
[sound]
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06:20:48 28) Litvinov speaking about U.S. and U.S.S.R., arriving on ship,
-06:22:02 on train

(N) Personalities:
LF-LI

1808-1-1
06:22:07 1) Sergej Rachmaninov on ship, CU and LS looking at camera
-06:22:43 (1929)

06:22:50
06:23:24

06:26:25
06:36:36

06:27:06
06:27:46
06:28:58
-06:30:22

(S) Personalities:
[same as above
06:05:07-06:05:42]

Nixon and Khrushchev touring U.S. National Exhibition in
(?) ?
Moscow, Nixon and and Khrushchev drinking from paper cups
[sound-with
(narration)
narration]
Nixon and Khrushchev speaking to each other before microphone
with translators and reporter taking notes, Nixon telling Khrushchev
“...You Must Not Be Afraid Of Ideas...”, CUT AWAYS to people
looking on, newsreel cameramen, the two men speaking about how
everything each says will be broadcast in the other’s country, Nixon
and Khrushchev shaking hands (synch sound)
men in uniforms blowing bugles, crowd in auditorium raising to their
feet while applauding, short shot of men shaking hands across table (silent)
short shot of man signing document, short shot of group of men including
Khrushchev, Khrushchev and other men walking before line of soldiers at
attention, Khrushchev shaking hands at outdoor ceremony, man in uniform
getting into car and then putting on his overcoat (silent)
men in corn field, men inspecting grain, men getting on Greyhound bus,
group of men on tractor, men looking at group of pigs, CS pig (silent)
Khrushchev on platform speaking into microphone upon his leaving U.S.,
man translating for Nixon (synch sound)
Khrushchev speaking before General Assembly of United Nations pointing
in air and waving his fists (narration),
Khrushchev being interrupted by president of General Assembly who declares
Khrushchev’s ranting and raving remarks are out of order (synch sound)

